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1 Approach and methodology
1.1 Object of investigation and aim of the survey
Societal impact is a vaguely defined term that relates to the effects and
consequences of scientific activity for society. Societal impact is often associated
with the explicit intention to make science more accountable and effective in
solving societal problems, though it is usually meant to imply unintended longterm effects and consequences as well. Throughout the past two decades the
terminology has been widely used in labelling a range of efforts (mainly in
science, technology and innovation funding and policy) that aim to incentivise
and measure societal effects and consequence of scientific activity. In our project,
we refer to the totality of these efforts as societal impact policies and initiatives
or societal impact agendas.
The aim of our research project “Navigating societal impact of research” is to
offer reflection about the debate on societal impact in research policymaking by
providing and ordering feedback from practitioners who have an interest in it. In
addition, we want to encourage and support decision makers at the intersection
of science and society to take sensible and serviceable decisions when drafting or
implementing agendas that are geared towards increasing societal impact.
Against this background, the project – and this survey – revolves around the
following three guiding questions:

1) How are claims to increase the societal impact of research implemented and
translated on the policy level?
2) What are actors’ expectations of societal impact policies and initiatives?
3) How is societal impact made visible and operationalized as an effect size in
science funding and science policy?

The survey collects current patterns of opinions and attitudes about societal
impact as a contested concept, including those aspects that are consensual and
those that are currently debated and contested. In that, we contribute to the
debate on a conceptual level by providing orientational knowledge. On a practical
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level, we collect information on running policies and initiatives adding to our
mapping efforts of the project. Thirdly, we draw on the practical experiences of
participants with various societal impact initiatives to distil best practices whilst
also highlighting potential hurdles and malfunctions.
In addition, the survey should raise awareness and bring attention to ongoing
research about societal impact, opening up communication channels with
colleagues and involving them in our research efforts in view of our co-creation
approach and stakeholder workshop towards the end of the project. Similarly, the
survey has to be regarded a tool of communicating information and insights
itself: It carries a specific research perspective and may have excited or provoked
thoughts on the subject area beyond the survey questions being opened up to
participants.
Our approach is characterized by conceptual openness, as it acknowledges a
broad range of possible opinions, contentedness of the concept and variability.
Therefore, we did not provide our own definition on societal impact but raised
different aspects that might be key for its understanding, leaving it up the
respondents to rate the relevance of respective aspects.

1.2 Content and structure of the survey
The questionnaire is divided into eight subgroups of questions called sections (AH) that cover theoretic, thematic and implementation-related issues of societal
impact. The structure in detail:

Section A: Your understanding of societal impact sets out to demarcate and
define societal impact as a term and concept. Section B: The role of science in
society addresses related and relevant ideas and convictions of participants about
the relation of science and society, specifically the role of science in society,
accountability, autonomy, regulation and governance. Section C: Effects and

implications addresses the consequences of societal impact policies or initiatives
– both intended and unintended ones. As a matter of that it also asks about
concrete objectives, expected prospects of success as well as costs and side
effects. Section D: Topic areas is interested if societal impact plays an important
role in specific thematic areas more than in others. Section E: Advancing societal

impact leads over to the implementation-level and constitutes the second major
part of the survey. It takes an overall interest in the appropriateness of the variety
of approaches and instruments that are geared towards increasing societal
impact. Section F: Impact assessment focusses on the assessment of societal
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impact and aspects thereof. Section G: Involving societal stakeholders focusses
on the various ways of taking in societal needs into research and involving
stakeholders.1

1.3 Communication strategy and data protection
For the purpose of making sure to address an appropriate group of participants
for the survey, we set up an individual mailing list. Due to the international
approach of the research project and specifically with respect to the intention of
the online survey to gain insights from comparing and contrasting a variety of
societal impact initiatives and agendas worldwide, the survey was launched in
English and disseminated internationally. Moreover, open invitation to
participate in the survey were distributed and forwarded via Twitter and
LinkedIn. The survey was running from April to May 2021.
Based on desk research, exploratory interviews and further recommendations,
selected individuals were contacted via email. These included staff from academic
research who publish in the subject area as well as public policy makers from
research- and education-related ministries and science funding agencies.
Furthermore, staff from science associations, universities and foundations
concerned with the topic of societal impact were invited to participate. As regards
the geographical spread, participants are from Germany, Europe, Canada and the
US. Researchers that were invited to participate in the survey were associated with
the following research institutes, research networks and science associations:
Among others, these include the Network for Advancing and Evaluating the
Societal Impact of Science (AESIS Network), the Center for Advancing Research
Impact in Society (ARIS Center), the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and
Innovation Research (ISI), the Centre for Science and Technology Studies
(CWTS), the Oslo Institute for Research on the Impact of Science (OSIRIS), the
Institute for Advanced Studies Vienna (IHS), the International Network for
Government Science Advice (INGSA), The World Academy of Science (TWAS), and
the Network for Transdisciplinary Research (td-net).
With regard to national research funding agencies, we specifically reached out
to UK Research and Innovation, Innovate UK, French National Centre for
Scientific Research, the Fund for Scientific Research – Fonds de la Recherche
Scientifique (Belgium), the Dutch Research Council, the Research Council of
1

The questionnaire is attached to this document and can be downloaded on our website as Appendix
C.
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Norway, the Austrian Science Fund, the Danish National Research Foundation,
Spanish State Research Agency, the Luxembourg National Research Fund, the
Irish Research Council, the Research Council of Lithuania, the Research Council
of Norway, the National Science Centre Poland, the Research Foundation
Flanders, the Slovak Research and Development Agency, the Swedish Research
Council, the Fonds National Suisse, and the US National Science Foundation.
Individuals were specifically asked to fill out the survey from their individual
point of view and experience, and not to officially represent their institution,
research group or sector.
To increase participation, the survey was launched open online, i.e. everyone
clicking on the web link could participate, while recipients were asked to forward
the survey link to interested colleagues (snowball system).2
Due to the fact that the survey was open, impersonalized and that no
registration was required, there is a limited risk of multiple answers. After all, all
responses were controlled with regard to repetitive answering, but no such
patterns were found.
The survey is anonymous and our data collection was carried out in accordance
with the requirements of the European Basic Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
We did not collect personally identifiably information and reminded participants
not to identify themselves in free text questions. We guarantee to all participants
only to disclose aggregated results.

1.4 Respondent group
We reached out to a broad range of experienced and highly experienced
international professionals that filled out the survey (86% of respondents
reported a medium or high level of professional experience in the field of societal
impact), altogether coming from 18 different countries. A total number of 104
participants filled out the survey at least in part, while 72 participants of these
fully completed the survey. This means that the majority of questions and items
has reached a higher number of total responses than the number of survey
completions (e.g. section A: 104, section B: 98, section C: 91; see the table on page

2

For that reason, the total number of recipients remains unknown, and so does the participation
rate. We sent out approximately 600 direct survey invitations ourselves.
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8). The number of observations in the table below relates to the items of a section
with the maximum and the minimum number of responses.

Total number of observations reached for each section:
Section

Maximum number of
observations in section

Minimum number of
observations in
section

A

104

100

B

98

95

C

91

90

E

82

79

F

74

71

G

70

66

H (Demographics)

72

71

The group of respondents is international with a weight on Germany. 58% of
respondents come from Germany, 42% from other countries: 24% from
countries within the European Union and further 18% from countries outside the
European Union.

Country of residence of respondents3:
Country of residence

Germany

Number of Observations

Percent

42

58%

19

24%

11

18%

European countries (other than Germany):
Austria, Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, France,
Ireland, Norway, Spain Sweden, Switzerland
Countries outside of Europe: United States,
Australia, Argentina, Brazil, Botswana,
Colombia, South Africa

In terms of sector distribution, the survey has reached out to the most relevant
societal sectors with regards to the topic of societal impact: Research and
3

The numbers of respondents with respect to countries and sectors do not reflect the total number
of participants in the survey. This is due to the fact that we put section H: Demographics to the
end of the survey, which means that not all survey participants gave information on their sector
and country of residence.
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academia (including science management), government and policy making and
non-profit organizations. A large majority of respondents (68%) was associated
to research and academia. 21% of respondents worked for governmental or
intergovernmental institutions, approx. 10% non-profit organizations and
foundations. Most results of the survey have been analysed with regards to the
respondents’ sector association.

Distribution of respondents across sectors:
In which sector do you work?

Number of

Percent

Observations

Research and academia

49

68%

Governmental institutions

12

17%

Non-profit organisations, foundations

7

10%

Intergovernmental institutions (EU, UNESCO, etc.)

3

4%

Industry, private sector

1

1%

We were specifically interested in reaching out to experts or experienced
professionals in the field of societal impact. Next to hand-selecting potential
participants that received invitations from us, we checked the level of
professional experience with the topic of societal impact in two different ways:
(1) overall self-assessment (low, medium, high) and (2) with a list of activities
that pertain to the level of professional experience. We found a strong correlation
between the two question results, which underpins the validity of the results of
self-assessment.4

4

We constructed an index from the results of Question H.5 in order to test the validity of the selfassessment of the professional experience level (Question H.4). Question H.5 asked respondents
to tick off specific activities from a list that they have been involved in (e.g., “I have designed one
or more societal impact policies” or “I have executed or implemented societal impact policies”).
We then conducted a cross-tabulation for the results from this index and the results from the
professional experience level (Question H.4). The cross-tab clearly showed the desired
relationship between the level of experience (self-assessment) and number of SI specific activities
(index). The coefficient of regression (R2) of the professional experience level (dependent
variable) with the index (independent variable) was 30% and therefore very high. The correlation
was highly significant.
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Level of professional experience with the topic of societal impact:
Level of professional experience in the

Number of Observations

Percent

Low

10

14%

Medium

31

44%

High

30

42%

field of societal impact

42% of respondents rated their experience with the topic of societal impact as
high, further 44% as medium, which results in a respondent group highly
experienced with the matter in question. Only 14% rated their experience level as
low, while 90% of the low-level experienced group had conducted one or more
activities that relate to societal impact, so still disposed of some level of
professional experience with the subject matter.

1.5 Questionnaire policy and attrition effects
As usual, answering surveys can wear down participants (attrition effect) for
various reason, e.g. the length of a survey or, in our case, due to non-coercive
answering policy: All answers were formatted as optional (none of the answers
was obligatory to proceed in the survey), so participants could click through the
survey and respond to sections they felt comfortable with or were interested in
answering, but skipping others if needed. This reduces the number of dropouts
and ensures an engaging form of survey interaction from our point of view. It also
allows to include more questions which makes the survey a little longer without
risking too many drop outs. Furthermore, attrition effects may be attributed to
the lack of time in senior positions for additional requests such as surveys.

1.6 Methods
The analytical focus of the survey is on relating different items, questions and
groups of free text answers to each other. The large majority of survey questions
consists of one of the two question types: 1) 10 point-Likert-scale, i.e. numerical
rating of statements on a scale between -5 and 5 (numerical input) and 2) free
text input. We applied a mixed-methods-design that allows to combine insights
from both question types.
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A Likert-scale question consisted of 2-8 different statements (also called
items here). The scale values from -5 to 5 were ascribed with a clear wording
according to the respective question (“highly agree”, “highly appropriate” etc.).
The analysis of Likert-scale question results rests on the distribution of
frequencies of individual scale values for one item. Likert-scale items were
interpreted with regards to different computed outputs: i) mean, standard
deviation and variance, ii) distribution of frequencies (tables and graphs).
With respect to the population size of respondents, we resort to descriptive
statistics, while response behaviour for the individual sectors was tested in order
to note potentially remarkable differences. In addition, an inductive content
analysis was applied for free text questions. Its answers were clustered in overall
categories. Where appropriate, we provided the respective distributions and
graphs with the categories, or lists with the free text answers as quotes.

11

2 Results
2.1 How to read them
The presentation of the results of each Likert-Scale question is preceded by a
table with the list of the statements or options that were provided in the questions
(called items), the abbreviation of the item, and the mean and standard deviation.
Means can be read as a degree of average approval or disapproval of an item in
comparison to other items in the same question. However, the means of items
across questions cannot be compared directly on a one-to-one basis, but only in
consideration of the comparability of the respective questions. Furthermore, the
interpretation of means alone can be misleading, as it does not contain any
information about how much opinions differed or converged on a given item. For
that reason, we included the standard deviations.
The standard deviation (SD) illustrates how many answers spread out across
the scale between (-5 and 5), resp. indicates the amount of variation of opinions
on one item. It provides a measure for the average deviation of individual
opinions of a given item. A high standard deviation means that respondents
rather disagreed on a given item, while a small deviation means that opinions
gathered together around the mean. Just as means – standard deviations can only
be meaningfully interpreted in comparison with the standard deviations of other
items in the same question. The comparison across questions needs to be handled
with care.
In the text, we stick to simple and understandable statements for all sections
and items. These can be compared with further details of Appendix A, containing
all data of the following analysis (histogram graphs, tables of distribution and
further statistical measures).
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2.2 Section A: What is societal impact?
The breath of existing definitions of societal impact illustrates that societal
impact is not used as a solidified concept in discourse: What do people actually
refer to when they use the term societal impact? Do they have different things in
mind or do they actually mean similar or even same things, when they go in for
societal impact? In this regard, we ask if there is an essential conceptual core of
societal impact, and what is it?
In section A we wanted to learn about the meaning of societal impact by
looking at the relevance and proximity of other key concepts in the discourse
around the role of science in society. Section A offered eight statements that
related different concepts or notions to the meaning of the term SI. This section
also included an open text field in which participants were invited to note down
their most preferred definition.

Question A.1: What does societal impact mean to you?
Item

Mean

SD

SI raises the topic of the usefulness of academic research for society.

3,37

2,01

SI means knowledge transfer from science to society.

3,33

1,96

SI refers to the non-academic impact of research, by contrast to the academic
impact of research.

2,31

2,52

SI refers to all kinds of positive societal changes that are entirely or in part
generated by research.

2,09

2,62

SI addresses economic revenues stemming from scientific research.

0,22

2,63

SI is a label. Its meaning is interchangeable.

0,16

3,03

SI is similar to innovation; the discovery, development and implementation of a
product, process or service that creates values.

-0,03

2,55

SI means that citizens are being actively involved in research processes.

-0,24

2,76

The statement that societal impact (SI) “raises the topic of usefulness of
academic research for society” received highest approval rates, followed by the
statement that “SI means knowledge transfer from science to society.”5 In
addition, there is widespread agreement that societal impact refers to the non5

These two items scored similarly high with regard to the mean and standard deviation, but the
distribution of ratings shows that the statement about usefulness achieved even higher approval
rates and unanimity (see Appendix Freq. Tables)
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academic impact of research rather than impact on academia itself. It is also
widely agreed that societal impact expresses the idea that science rather induces

positive changes into society. Respondents also agree, though not strongly, that
science was profitable for society. When it comes to the impact of science,
respondents see a difference between usefulness and positive changes, i.e. the
explicitly normative assessment of effects induced by science.
That SI equals the concept of innovation gets lowest approvals and even slight
rejections. Respondents generally do not see that innovation and societal impact
are the same, nor do they seem entirely different. With no extreme scale values,
comparing societal impact with innovation cannot prove to provoke strong
reactions.
Whether societal impact means involving citizens has generated both more
rejection and ambivalence. A simple majority of 47% rejects this statement, 14%
are neutral and 39% agree with it. We find side peaks at both extremes of scale
values and a rather high standard deviation (2.75). Thus, this statement is more
contested than any other ones of this section.
Moreover, while economic revenues are overall viewed as part of societal
impact, they do not seem to play a sufficiently defining role for a large group of
respondents. This item evokes comparably less controversy, however, the debate
around the topic is not a settled one either. Taken together with the couple of free
text answers in Q. A.2, it becomes clear that economic revenues are considered as
one form of societal impact, but certainly not as a crucially defining one.
Finally, that societal impact is but a label with interchangeable meaning found
little approval. Most respondents decided to either rate this statement with 0 or
to abstain from rating it. Among those who responded, we can find 35%
expressing disapproval, 9% outright rejection, but also 41% of general agreement
and 13% of strong confirmation. Therefore, the statement that societal impact is
a label and its meaning is interchangeable has shown to be one of the most
contested items of the survey with a slight majority approving of it.

Question A.2: Please provide your preferred definition of societal
impact (n=50):
Typical aspects of societal impact definitions in open text answers in A.26:

6

Multiple answers were possible in a few cases.
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Societal impact mainly refers to...
… the usefulness of research and intended benefits for
society.

48%

… any kinds of effects and changes in society (either
positive or negative).

44%

… a form of communication. It starts off new interaction
between science and society.

14%

In this item, 48% of all responses defined societal impact in terms of its intended
benefits, i.e. that research was useful for society and thus explicitly advantageous.
This group is faced with an almost similarly sized group of 44% of respondents
who define societal impact in terms of any kind of effects without presupposing
that these would necessarily benefit society. Two responses related to both
answers at the same time. It is interesting to note that normativity (good or bad
effects) appears as a prime differentiator of responses to Q. A.2.
A last group of 14% of respondents views societal impact as a form of
interaction between science and society (as a label, a communication strategy
etc.). Furthermore, four answers related to the role of economic benefits/the
economic dimension of societal impact. These answers are cross-cutting to the

three groups mentioned above and do not form one of their own. The following
list of selected free text answers illustrates each of the three groups. It finally lists
those answers pertaining specifically to economic aspects. Most of these answers
added that societal impact goes beyond economic impact. One answer was
concerned that concepts of societal impact come with an economic logic.

Usefulness of research and intended benefit for society:
•

Improvement of the well-being of human beings and their environment,
whether physical or mental.

•

The positive externalities of scientific research.

•

Impact of science in solving grand societal challenges and improving the
lives of the members of society.

•

I personally would define impact as research that fosters societal
enhancement and progress through knowledge transfer and innovation. It
can be an important goal of research practice (but does not always have to
15
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be the case) and it is very difficult to measure (especially in the arts and
humanities). Focussing research only on societal impact would be an
unnecessary confinement, especially as – in practice – it usually means
simply commercialisation and is damaging for the humanities.
•

The acquisition and transfer of knowledge that positively benefits the
well-being of individuals and communities.

•

Societal impact very much depends on the specific questions and on the
context. In the Input-Output-Outcome-Impact models for research and
innovation, societal impact is the long-term benefit (hopefully not
disadvantage) for the society, comprising all spill-over effects and
externalities.

•

Societal impact is the direct utilization of research results with the goal to
benefit society and is, for the most part aimed at government or non-profit
organizations.

•

Societal impact of research is a metric of the use-value of science and also
the compulsion to enable societal engagement with the praxis of science.

Any kind of effects and changes of research in society (either positive or negative)
•

Changes in practices outside of scientific research that are generated as a
result of scientific research.

•

Any effect (positive or negative) research might have in other societal
spheres outside of academia.

•

It refers to all kinds of positive and negative societal changes that are
entirely or in part generated by research.

•

It means knowledge transfer from science to society as well as impact on
behaviour and decision-making in the public sphere.

•

Societal impact refers to the effects and contributions that research has on
social transformations. These effects are not necessarily ‘positive’ or
aligned with expectations.

•

It is the impact research has on society as a whole, which could be through
knowledge creation, knowledge transfer, policy advice, or economic
benefits.

A form of communication. It starts off new interaction between science and
society:
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•

Interaction of research and society/Politics, both learning from each other.
The impact science has on society/politics.

•

Social impact circumscribes activities of researchers to communicate their
findings and research programmes to a non-academic audience (divided
into different stakeholder groups: industry, politics, military, NGO,
patient groups etc.) with the aim of shaping their decision-making. This
knowledge can be sought after (commissioned research, reviews, reports
etc.) or offered.

•

Societal impact means generating scientific knowledge whilst standing in
a critical dialogue with societal actors.

•

When we think about new tools for science communication the impact
might be to raise society’s trust in research.

•

The generation of scientific knowledge and its critical reflection in
dialogue with society.

The role of economic aspects in defining societal impact:
•

Economic impact not solely aimed at a single company or at a limited
number of companies can be regarded as societal impact, depending on its
nature and on its breadth. For example, advancements in healthcare may
be aimed at utilization by hospitals (= economic players), but they may
benefit health and/or well-being of the public and, as such, can be
considered to have societal impact. A project aimed at family businesses
can lead to economic benefits for these companies, but given their position
in the economy of a region (in some regions they are the dominant
business form), they can impact prosperity for a region, which would be a
clear societal benefit.

•

Societal impact is a new understanding of how research affects societal
aspects. New, because it goes beyond economic revenues.

•

Societal impact is the demonstrable contribution of research to society (i.e.
individuals, organisations or nations). Societal impact includes economic
impact.

•

Societal impact is mostly connected to the intention to measure the
outcome of social innovations, research, etc. It quantifies a qualitative
phenomenon and thus makes the economic logic dominant in fields where
it should not have a say.
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Summary Section A
§

The results confirm that there is no clear, uncontested or even operational
definition of societal impact.

§

Societal impact is a highly associative term and principally revolves around
broad concepts, such as transfer, usefulness, direct benefits, application,
societal change, communication and traceability of effects, while none of
them seems to be regarded as sufficient in defining societal impact.

§

The aspects of usefulness of research and transfer from science to society
stand out as two key aspects in defining societal impact.

§

Normativity is a contested topic in that matter. While usefulness reveals to

be a dominant aspect, many respondents manage to refrain from explicitly
normative definitions. Almost one half of respondents underlines a merely
descriptive definition in free text answers (that includes any kind of effect,
both positive and negative).
§

In that, the term societal impact seems to be able of drawing a fine line
between (a) usefulness of science and (b) overall norms and values of
science.

§

Distinguishing between academic and non-academic impact reveals to be
secondary. It is overall approved but not regarded sufficient in defining
societal impact.

§

The aspect of economic revenues can be said to be viewed as a subset of
societal impact as well, though it is more controversial.

§

Interestingly, the involvement of citizens or non-academics in research
processes was clearly not viewed as a constitutive part of societal impact.
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2.3 Section B: The role of science in society
Section B offered eight statements on the role of science in society, two general
and six more specific. Since issues of societal impact relate to general ideas about
the role of science in society, this section aims at getting to know responsibilities
actors assign to science. We intendedly posed statements that can be interpreted
as contrasting juxtapositions, e.g. if science was to produce knowledge rather
than to solve societal problems, if it is already doing enough to solve societal
problems or should do more, if it should be pushed by politics to do more etc. In
general, the results show science-protectionist attitudes, despite calling for more
societal engagement.

Question B.1: Scientific research is...
Item

Mean

SD

Scientific research is to produce knowledge.

4,53

0,96

Scientific research is to solve societal problems.

2,62

2,19

The first question asked about the primary function of science in society. That
scientific research should “produce knowledge” received almost univocal
approval: 96% of respondents expressed their strong agreement (scale values
from 3 to 5), 3% expressed weak approval (1 and 2), and no one opposed to this
statement. Overall, this statement received the highest approval rate of all items
in the survey altogether.
What is more striking to note are the answers of section B in relation to each
other. That “scientific research is to solve societal problems” was highly approval
rates as well (agreed by 88%, strongly agreed by 62%, only 6% disapproval) of

respondents expressed a strong agreement. Only 8% opposed to this statement.
With a mean of 2,62 and a moderate standard deviation this item received higher
approval rates than expectedly less controversial statements such as that
“scientific research is to produce knowledge.” As a first result we can conclude
for sure at least that both items, i.e. doing research for the sake of knowledge
production and solving societal problems are not regarded as principally
opposing or contradicting each other, while the primary task of scientific of

research, as most respondents are seeing it, is to produce knowledge.
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With regard to different respondent groups, it might be worth noting that
respondents from the sector of “research and academia” do not reject requests to
help solve societal problems, but actually share this ambition quite
enthusiastically.7

Question B.2: How would you assess the role of science in society
more specifically?
Item

Mean

SD

Academic research is already broadly involved in solving real-world problems.

1,96

2,05

Academic research has to make more tangible contributions to solving real-world
problems.

1,59

2,22

Academic freedom offers the highest prospect for societal impact.

0,61

2,65

Politics should demand from science and research more to make tangible
contributions to society.

0,45

2,70

Science and research have to be made more accountable vis à vis tax payers.

0,37

2,60

-0,02

2,55

Societal impact is a long-term effect of scientific activity on its own. It does not
need to be steered.

In general, assessing the role of science in society evokes more contestation and
less clarity, as is reflected in approval and disapproval rates. Participants strongly
recognize that research is already broadly involved in solving real-world
problems (82% approval, only 14% disapproval). In addition, 70% agree that
research should make more tangible contributions to solve real-world problems,

while 23% oppose to this statement.
We interpret the high approval of both ratings not as contradiction, similarly
as we can read from the questions B.1 that scientific research is generally expected
to contribute to solving real-world problems and to produce knowledge. That

research should make more tangible contributions to solving real-world
problems can be viewed as a positive catalyst: it strengthens the statement that
the current state of involvement of science in solving real-world problems is
viewed positively. Research is regarded as strongly involved into solving realworld problems, while it should and can even do more in this regard. Thus,
knowledge production and societal relevance are not seen as a trade-off.

7

It is likely that the survey participants will be strongly and positively biased toward societal impact.
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Both rather high approval but also remarkable disagreement is given to the
statement that “academic freedom offers the highest prospect for societal
impact.” While the majority of respondents (48%) agrees and even 26% strongly
agree with this statement, overall the answers show a fairly dispersed

distribution; the mostly chosen scale value was 0. However, it has to be
considered that the statement was phrased in a very strong way (“the highest
prospect for SI” instead of “good prospects”). We can expect that this item would
have scored higher if it had been phrased more moderately (e.g. “academic
freedom plays a crucial role for societal impact.”). In any case we can take from
the results that the importance of academic freedom to induce societal impact is
mostly affirmed and largely recognized, and yet, it also reveals to be
controversial. Because it also asks whether freedom of research does not e.g.

hamper targeted or strategic research to reach a greater societal impact.8
Implicitly this call for steering research can be read from attitudes to the
statement that “societal impact is a long-term effect of scientific activity on its
own. It does not need to be steered.” Showing the lowest overall approval rates of

B.2 and a mean=-0,02, we can interpret from it that a majority of respondents is
inclined to think that this statement is wrong: some sort of guiding action,
directive or intervention may be needed to make science effective for societal
need (46%). The statement peaks at -1 with the most responses. On the other

hand, 42% welcome this statement and 17% even strongly agree with it (3 to 5).
Here as with the other two remaining statements, we find varying positions and
notable disagreement.

That “politics should demand from science and research more to make
tangible contributions to society“, and that “science and research have to be
made more accountable vis-à-vis taxpayers” have to be viewed in light of the fact

that respondents majorly agree that research has to make more tangible
contributions. Both items could be understood as instrumental for that purpose.
Still, both items score comparably weak in general (mean between 0 and 1), and
they reveal a considerable lack of unity. A cautious conclusion could be that
neither politics demanding more from science nor requiring researchers to step
into a logic of accountability towards taxpayer are seen as adequate means to help

science contribute more to societal problems. Even though the difference is only

8

The remaining three items are a bit more difficult to analyse. All of them show a concentration
around the scale value 0 and no wide dispersion. However, they have to be viewed in light of the
answers to the first two items of B.
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small, providing academic freedom is regarded as being more instrumental to
this end than each of the two. Not least, both items represent considerably strong

statements, especially demands for taxpayer’s accountability.

Summary Section B
•

Knowledge production as a primary purpose of science is not viewed in
opposition to solving societal problems.

•

Societal relevance and the usefulness of research are considered an
integral part of research by respondents from all sectors (and especially by

science and academia).
•

Academic freedom is regarded crucial in inducing societal impact by a

majority. At the same time, this aspect seems controversial.
•

Respondents are not convinced that politics should actively demand more
from science. Neither should research be made more accountable to the
taxpayer. Neither is regarded adequate to support scientific contributions

to societal problems. Securing academic freedom is held more important.
•

A thin majority of respondents thinks some kind of guiding action,
directive or intervention may be needed to help science respond more to

societal needs, although related statements are controversial.
•

Societal impact can become a contested issue, when it comes to more
instrumental questions. Here, opinions differ considerably.
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2.4 Section C: Effects and Consequences
The topic of societal impact addresses the role of science in society and
specifically the issue of accountability of science vis-à-vis society. In this regard,
it has turned into a matter of efforts that try to administer and govern the effects
of scientific research on society. We summarize these attempts as societal impact
agendas and initiatives. We define them by the ambition to systematically
increase societal impact of research by intervening in one way or another into the
process of research. In section C, respondents were surveyed as regards their

attitudes toward agendas, policies and initiatives. They were also asked what
effects and consequences they expect from these agendas, policies and initiatives.
This research interest was translated into the following two sets of questions:
Section C.1 asks how much respondents agree with a number of contested
statements on currently debated issues of societal impact policies we broadly
extracted from a literature review. Section C.2 allowed respondents to provide
their own expectations and additional assessment in a free text answer.

Question C.1: What are your expectations on the effects and
consequences of societal impact policies and initiatives?
Item

Mean

SD

Societal impact agendas help science gain more public visibility and recognition.

2,52

1,46

Societal impact agendas help science become more effective in contributing to
societal challenges.

1,99

1,88

Additional costs caused by societal impact policies (including assessment policies)
are acceptable.

1,99

2,10

Societal impact agendas help attribute more funds to science from society.

1,66

1,97

Societal impact policies (including assessment policies) cause additional costs for
society and/or research and academia.

0,27

2,19

Societal impact agendas threaten scientific values. They compromise creativity,
ingenuity and serendipity.

-0,69

2,56

Respondents see the strongest effect of societal impact agendas in helping
science gain more public visibility and recognition. 92% of respondents agreed

with this fact (only 2% disapproved of it), however approval was mainly on a
medium-low level. Only 9% agreed most strongly (rating value 5).
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That “societal impact agendas help science become more effective in
contributing to societal challenges” covers what we consider to be the main
ambition behind societal impact agendas: to help science become more effective

in contributing to overcome societal challenges, which is also why results are
juicy: 83% of all respondents agrees with this statement, however approval rates
are not too enthusiastic and, thus, remarkably lower (64% gave low to medium
scores) than those pertaining to the afore-mentioned visibility of science in
society. These results might indicate that respondents generally see an added
value in societal impact agendas, which is to contribute to the effectiveness of

science in helping to solve societal problems, but respondents remain cautious in
their assessment of this effect. Respondents are not wholly convinced that SI
agendas overall achieve their principal ambition. Other reason might be that
“societal challenges” have become a cheap label in recent years themselves.
The general agreement with the statement “societal impact agendas help
science become more effective in contributing to societal challenges” is

underscored by the statement that “additional costs caused by societal impact
policies (including assessment policies) are acceptable” (76% agree, and 17%

even most strongly agreed with this statement, while only 10% disagreed). This
result suggests that in case societal impact agendas are viewed critically, it is not
due to the financial resources spent on them. One reason for this positive
assessment can be interpreted from the fact that respondents do not think that
societal impact policies cause unreasonably high additional costs. 32% disagreed
with the statement that these policies cause additional costs at all, while 51%
agreed, however only on a fairly low level. 88% of respondents think they cause
none or only slightly additional costs (sum of voting ranging from -5 to 2). This
may imply that a majority either finds these policies rather inexpensive or that
the costs are compensated by their positive effects. Therefore, they do not cause
considerable additional costs.

This rather positive view of the costs caused by SI policies may also be linked
to the fact that respondents expect science to profit from societal impact policies
financially. 67% agree that “societal impact help attribute more funds to science
from society” (20% of all respondents are unsure about this effect or even

disagree (13%).
Lastly, we asked whether respondents would agree to the following statement:
“Societal impact agendas threaten scientific values. They compromise creativity,
ingenuity and serendipity.” 30% of respondents think that societal impact

agendas threaten scientific values and that they do compromise creativity,
ingenuity and serendipity. 17% are unsure about this. Yet, a majority of 53%
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disagrees with this statement. In this regard, the statement represents one of the
most contested ones of the entire survey. It also indicates that if societal impact
agendas or initiatives are viewed critically, this is most likely due to fears that
fundamental resources for scientific exploration and research are impaired. On

the other hand, a majority is not afraid of that. This may suggest that including
aspects of societal relevance (usefulness) into research agendas or research
ambitions is not generally regarded harmful or as basically contradicting the
scientific endeavour and process. The two scale values with most responses (0

and -1) indicate at least that many respondents are in fact unsure about this issue.

Question C.2: Do you have other expectations on effects and
consequences?
Most responses to this question show two main lines of argumentation: One
argues that societal impact agendas need to differentiate between types of
research, mainly basic and applied research, the latter of which would
complement each other and are not required to demonstrate or assess their
impact in the same way. Most of these responses claim that societal impact is a
matter of all research, but for some it is costlier and potentially harmful to be
subjected to impact policies, while for others it may be helpful in being more
efficient and solution-oriented.
A second line is driven by several concerns that societal impact agendas may
compromise diversity and originality of research. These agendas may impact the
innovative power of curiosity-driven research and may furthermore drive a
wedge between different types of research and disciplines, disadvantaging those
that cannot easily prove their impact. Overall, this will put a burden on the
heterogeneity and interdisciplinarity of the research landscape.
•

Treat basic and applied research differently: The question is not science for
science versus science for society. There should be room (money) for both
goals of research (although in both types, scientific quality should be a
prerequisite), for both approaches and each type should be assessed (ex-ante
and ex-post) using criteria that fit the primary goal of the research. Compare
the European Framework Programme pillar 1 and pillar 2, and you’ll see.

•

Different types of research, i.e. curiosity-driven versus application-driven,
should be complementary. Societal impact should not be a requirement for the
former. If, for the latter, societal impact is the goal, then assessing the extent
to which the goals are met is necessary and acceptable.
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•

For basic research I do not really see a need to define societal impact, while I
definitely see it for more applied research (e.g. relating to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals).

•

More investment in socially relevant research is needed, so as basic and
curiosity-driven research.

•

These policies pose the risk of marginalizing independent research.
Researchers should not become “service providers”, since this would limit
more innovative approaches and risk-taking behaviour.

•

Societal impact of research is currently not shaped by curiosity-driven
research, as often claimed by those wanting to “preserve” the autonomy of
science. Instead, societal impact is driven by a political economy, dominated
by the entanglement of large companies and state bureaucracies – which has
negative consequences in terms of social equity and environmental
sustainability. My expectation is that societal impact policies could lead to less
harmful effects of S&T-based innovation.

•

As mentioned before, it is great if research is useful, but exact what is
perceived as useful is a fleeting category and constantly changing, whereas
most research only has an impact years or decades after its inception. As
impact is often used in terms of commercialisation, it is damaging to any
research that is being categorised as “not useful” often by a small group of
managers, and it specifically disadvantages humanities research as the
criteria for impact are often modelled after STEM9- and business categories.

•

Valuation of effects and consequences in monetary terms will not always be
possible. Which bears the risk of over-rating effects and consequences, which
can be more easily quantified.

•

Societal impact agendas may help science gain more public visibility and
recognition, but this visibility is bound to the hide-and-highlight principle.
This is to say, important disciplines or research is not captured or monitored
by this agenda. They have harder times to stay alive, to getting funded and
legitimate

themselves.

Also,

societal

impact

agendas

could

harm

interdisciplinarity and heterogeneity in science, particularly in social science,
as money would increasingly flow in specific directions.

9

Science, Technology, Engineering and Medicine.
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Summary Section C
•

Respondents see the strongest effect of societal impact agendas in helping
science gain more public visibility and recognition.

•

These results might indicate that respondents generally see an added value
in societal impact agendas, which is to contribute to the effectiveness of
science in helping to solve societal problems, but respondents remain

cautious in their assessment of this effect.
•

In case societal impact agendas are viewed critically, it is not due to the
financial resources spent on them. One reason for this positive assessment

can be interpreted from the fact that respondents do not think that societal
impact policies cause unreasonably high additional costs.
•

Including aspects of societal relevance (usefulness) into research agendas
or research ambitions is not generally regarded harmful or as basically
contradicting the scientific endeavour and process. The results indicate at
least that many respondents are in fact unsure about this issue.

•

Respondents see a need to differentiate between types of research. Societal
impact is considered to be a matter of all research, but for some it is costlier
and potentially harmful to be subjected to impact policies, while for others
it may be helpful in being more efficient and solution-oriented.
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2.5 Section D: Topic Areas
Societal impact policies or initiatives usually raise the topic of the usefulness of
all kinds of sciences and do not discriminate against individual disciplines or
topics. Nevertheless, we were interested to see if there are “trendy topics” in the
discourse around societal impact that attract more attention than others. Section
D contains two free text questions, which we analysed by means of a simple
qualitative content analysis (clustering answers and building families) from
which the following categories emerged.

Question D.1: In which topic or policy area(s) do you think that
societal impact currently plays an important role?
0

Health and aging
Ecology, climate, sustainability & energy
Democracy, participation, social equality & migration
Digitalisation, emerging technologies (AI etc.) &…
Political economy
Education and youth
Infastructure & mobility
Everywhere
Unspecific/other
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Question D.2: In which topic or policy area(s) should the topic of
societal impact play a more important role?
0

5

10

15

20

25

Ecology, climate, sustainability & energy
Democracy, participation, social equality &…
Digitalisation, emerging technologies (AI etc.) &…
Health and aging
Political economy
Everywhere
Education, youth and culture
unspecific/other

Summary Section D
We found that societal impact currently plays the most relevant roles in topics
related to health and aging as well as in ecology, climate, sustainability and
energy. When asked about future perspectives, the picture changed in favour of

democracy, participation, social equality and migration as well as digitalisation,
emerging technologies (for example artificial intelligence) and various fields of
engineering.

Despite

representing

already

relevant

fields

for

impact

considerations, questions of ecology, climate, sustainability and energy as well
as health and aging were hoped to play an even more important role in the future.
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2.6 Section E: Advancing societal impact
The growing popularity of societal impact of research is not followed by a
consensus on the question of how to best achieve it. There exists a considerable
variety of imagined and implemented means and instruments to advance societal
impact. In this regard, impact assessment frameworks have caught a lot of
attention as the broadest and most systematic nation-wide approaches. At the
same time, impact assessment frameworks are manifold and their evolution
seems far from complete. The implementation of impact assessment frameworks
created controversies in some countries and compelled on-going revisions of
these frameworks until today. In this section, we capture a sketch of respondents’
views on the suitability of existing instruments and means to advance societal
impact in the broadest possible sense (E1 and E2), including impact assessment
but not limited to it.
Going further than asking about the suitability of existing instruments, we
approached the question of how to best advance societal impact also in terms of
the relevance of some general aspects: if societal impact measure need to be
tailored to specific thematic areas, if they need to address specific societal groups,
if their goals need to be concrete or need to be defined in advance (E3 and E4).
Finally, we wanted our respondents to return to a level of practiced experience
and asked them to provide concrete examples of societal impact initiatives or
agendas they deemed either particularly successful or problematic (E5-E7).

Question E.1: How suitable are the following measures in advancing
societal impact of research generally?
Item

Mean

SD

Creating an “impact friendly” research environment (e.g. making sure, academic
careers are not affected negatively; support open access publications)

3,27

1,54

Building awareness among researchers and the public (e.g. in higher education)

2,89

1,71

Creating incentives for researchers (e.g. research calls with societal impact
component, e.g. Reward experimenting with unusual research formats)

2,71

1,89

Involving societal stakeholders in research

2,62

2,15

Research assessments and regulations (e.g. as part of funding policies)

0,83

2,29

Drawn from existing literature, five means that would advance the societal
impact of research were selected and offered to our respondents. These range
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from active interventions into the research system (regulations, creating
research incentives) to providing conditions conducive to impact (e.g. an impactfriendly research environment, the raising of awareness). The results clearly
show that creating an “impact-friendly” research environment was regarded
most suitable to advance the societal impact of research (with 71% respondents

being strongly in favour, with ratings from 3-5, and only one respondent being
totally against it). This aspect includes creating conditions for researchers that
make it easy for them to pursue impact-oriented research and that keep away
damages or disadvantages from them. Building awareness among researchers
and the public, creating incentives, such as dedicated calls for proposals and
unusual research formats, as well as involving societal stakeholders in the
research process all received high approval rates too.
That “research assessments and regulations” are suitable for increasing the
societal impact of research is contested among the respondents. On one hand,
they receive the weakest approval rates in this item battery, regardless of the
respondents’ affiliation: 30 % find assessments and regulations unsuitable. On
the other hand, approximately 25% of the respondents were strongly in favour of
them, e.g. when they are integrated in research funding. The contestedness of
research assessments and regulations is remarkable given the fact that these
measures are pursued most vigorously in public policy. In light of their weak

approval, one can imagine that respondents – the majority being from the
research sector – just do not like to see science being regulated or controlled by
public interests. In particular, a large group of German respondents might find it
worrying and against Germany’s quasi-constitutional Basic Law that protects
academic, artistic and pedagogical freedom as a key fundamental right. But at the
same time, incentivising researchers to engage in research oriented toward
societal impact and requiring an early involvement of civil society actors
performed well. The respondents’ behaviour is coherent with section A, where
knowledge production and societal impact are not regarded as a trade-off. Here,
an (early) stakeholder engagement is cherished too, as long as it is not thrusted
upon academic researchers. It is also interesting to note that building awareness
among researchers and the public of the societal impact of research is not as
favoured as creating an impact-friendly research environment, while it is still
scoring high enough. This can be interpreted as a sign that respondents were not
merely opposed to any kind of intervention but quite clearly favour positive
conditioning and impact-supportive measures over impact assessments and
regulating policies. We can conclude that societal impact is deemed to be better
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served by measures that support researchers in their own ambitions to create
impact than by trying to impose it on them via regulative measures.

Question E.2: Which other suitable measures come to your mind?
(n=21)
The free text answers to this question have opened up a variety of different
directions one could take in order to bring about societal impact. Most
respondents to this question (9 respondents) pointed toward changes in the
academic reward system and incentives structures: Positive incentives in
academic careers should be created, public acknowledgement increased, and
reputation for the benefit of impact-oriented research should be granted.

1) Changes in the academic reward system and incentives structures:

•

Increase researchers’ motivation to disseminate their research to the
public, not to the scientific community! Such measures can become
requirements for professorships and other important positions in
academia. Increase incentives and prestige to publish in journals read by
the public!

•

Embedding the importance of societal impact in career systems is super
important (when hiring, providing tenure and giving promotion).

•

An academic reward system that counts social research outcomes
inasmuch as papers is needed.

•

Change the reputation systems in academia, to make recognising efforts to
achieve societal impact equally worth to other scientific merits!

•

Create positive rewards for societal impacts that have been actually
achieved, not just for those that were promised, such as prizes or career
progression (tenure)!

•

Changes in the incentive structure for universities / research organisations
are needed!

•

There must be better recognition of research results by recipients (in
particular politicians)!

Many respondents see a need to change the academic reward system and to
implement positive incentives. This is also reflected in the results from E.1 which
show a clear preference for positive academic incentive structures compared to
coercion (see above). Another bulk of answers (7 respondents, with one overlap
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with the category from above) pertained to what we summarize as developing,
improving or redesigning the “interface communication” (between science and
society), which merely addressed effective planning and interaction skills on the

academic side.

2) Developing, improving or redesigning the interface communication:

•

Building up research management sections in higher education
institutions

for

process

design,

facilitation

and

communication

management in inter- and transdisciplinary research projects is
necessary.
•

Bi-directional science communication and knowledge translation and
transfer with society in general is needed.

•

Fund more professionals at the interface to science! More translational
funds to support transfer (more experiments without the pressure of
publish-or-perish, more blurry boundaries between science, social
innovation, and societal impact). Definitely: Open access! The paywalls are
just wrong and nothing else. Do we want the “interested public” to be stuck
with Wikipedia and google algorithms? They should at least have a chance
to access, read and ask questions! Scientists should be well-funded and
able to employ people to do science communication and transfer to (really
good) teaching, etc.

•

Trainings to integrate “impact design-thinking” from the beginning, and
trainings on how to integrate gender aspects in research and innovation,
is necessary.

•

Involve stakeholders in research programming (and in designing,
executing and in disseminating)!

•

Strengthen the position of science in general, a straightforward language
and an effective communication with society!

A total of 5 responses could not be classified but raised individual aspects that are
worth noting. Describing Christopher Columbus’ discovery of America as a
commercially-driven act of colonization, and deploring its excessive violence and
repression, one participant reminds us of the colonial entanglement of science
(even the word “discovery” can be regarded colonial). “Societal impact” and
related concepts should take a thorough ethical test, depending on the context
they get used for. Asking about societal impact without any direction would not
yield meaningful results. Other statements demand more weight of the
humanities and more education in science policies.
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•

Many scientists claim that science cannot be planned. This statement –
taken at face value – is simply wrong! What these scientists really mean is
that scientific discoveries and progress cannot be planned. This is not
completely but still wrong. Let's look at one example: How high is the
probability for Christopher Columbus to discover America, if he had just
had set the sails without any plan? Zero – which means you always need a
plan. So here is the claim: Scientists should not be allowed to spend
taxpayers’ money without a reasonable plan.

•

A cultural change in the understanding of science is necessary. Researchers
need to realise that they often potentially contribute to harmful outcomes
and that they could pursue more ethical research.

•

More studium generale at universities, strengthening the humanities and
reducing the economization of academic is what matters!

•

Students and researchers should be made more aware of science policies in
their country and in general, e.g. as part of a sociology of science course.

Question E.3: How relevant are the following aspects in drafting
societal impact policies?
Item

Mean

SD

Societal impact measures need to be tailored to a specific thematic area.

1,65

2,67

Societal impact measures need to address specific societal groups.

1,48

2,34

Goals of societal impact need to be concrete and definable.

1,36

2,50

Goals of societal impact need to be defined in advance.

1,06

2,31

The results show that respondents generally agree that thematic areas as well as
societal groups need to be specified in impact-oriented research. Even though the

first two items do not receive strong approval (see low means), the approval is
still clearly visible. 72% of all respondents somehow agree with the statement
that societal impact measures need to address specific societal groups (1-5),
while the rating value 2 was selected most often (27%) and further 19% slightly
disagree. The picture is a bit more scattered with regards to the statement that
societal impact measures need to be tailored to a specific thematic area (there is
low to general approval with 67% answering from 1-5).

The weakest overall approval was recorded for the statement that goals of
societal impact need to be defined in advance: 22,5% slightly disagreed, 15% were
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unsure (0) and 62,5% mildly agreed. For all four items we see a concentration of
responses around the middle of the voting scale (weak approval or disapproval),
while there are only very few strong opinions.
These results convey that impact-oriented research is overall required to be
specific with regard to topics, addressees and goals. Respondents seemingly

expect clearer intentions, targeted audiences and context sensitivity when it
comes to impact-driven research. At the same time researchers are not expected
to be prophets. The impact of their research results, the group of beneficiaries etc.
can change throughout the course of the research process.
Taken together with the free text questions from section E.4, the results can be
interpreted as a strong preference for being clear about what the intentions of the
research are and for defining these intentions in cooperation with affected
stakeholders, while goals can change and develop throughout the process of
research. Thereby, it is not expected that all of the set goals are achieved in the

end (see E.4). Furthermore, respondents acknowledge challenges that occur
when impact-driven research is demanded: besides a heightened sense of
responsivity and communication efforts, it is also required to show adaptiveness,
flexibility, fallibility and fault tolerance.

Question E.4: Which other aspects are relevant and should be
considered in societal impact policies? (n=18)
Six responses related to the responsivity of research and researchers to the needs
of non-research communities and stakeholders, the context and a need to
collaborate on research questions, research design and research proposals.
Responsivity:

•

Joint work of stakeholders to ask the right questions and develop joint
proposals is needed

•

The culture and the knowledge of the communities should be respected

•

Needs assessments are key.

•

Goals of transdisciplinary research projects have to be defined jointly with the
consortium, including partners from non-academic fields. That is already
societal impact.

•

Creating awareness on what could be a societal impact, transdisciplinary
research (together with non-academic stakeholders).
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•

Depending on the needs and the context, a mix between bottom-up initiatives
and a thematic approach should be chosen.

In accordance with section E.3, the need for specifying and measuring results has
been underlined again. Impact-driven research requires the ability to define goals
and set objectives that can be shown. However, for the respondents this does not
mean that research is only regarded successful as long as it achieves these goals.
Specification of research ambitions:

•

Goals need to be measurable to develop an efficient, effective and executable
plan. Non-measurable goals are – at best – good intentions that generate
comforting emotions, but disappear as soon as something has to be done.

•

Goals should be clearly defined. The way to achieve these goals is, however,
left open to the researchers. More emphasis should be laid on the fact that
research might not achieve such foreseen goals.

However, there are some caveats to the general approval of the need to define
research ambitions that we summarize as a request for openness in various ways.
One is openness towards unexpected, yet unimagined but useful consequences
and impact. This dimension of the unexpected can be hampered and confined by

narrow problem definitions and policies. Openness is also requested in view of the
research results themselves that aspire to unfold a certain impact. It can also be
understood in the sense of fallibility and fault tolerance. This aspect refers to
openness in the sense of welcoming exploration and experimentation as another
important means towards impact. Openness also means reflecting one’s own
assumptions and ideas of the subject matter: As one respondent writes, problemdriven research often deals with several intersecting topics. Paying tribute only
to the requirement of specifying topics and research goals may not consider the
connections and intersections of different topics that may be relevant for solving
certain problems.
Openness:

•

There should be left enough room for the unexpected, by precisely not
defining the problem(s), specific groups or policies.

•

There should be enough openness for research results.

•

We need better funding for exploring “impact opportunities” or pathways to
impacts. Not all have to work out, and it’s difficult to measure them. But the
efforts need to be supported.
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•

Crossing topics is most vital: Security and energy hang together, energy and
climate, mobility and migration etc.

•

Societal impact often arises as the sum of many components, so it might both
increase and decrease by widening the focus.

Question E.5: Which concrete examples of societal impact policies
or initiatives worked well in your opinion (policy name, project
name, acronym etc.)? (n=17)
Respondents named numerous concrete examples of research efforts that have
greatly changed or improved human health, that protect the climate or pushed
the limits of science.
•

The Apollo Mission

•

Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer

•

The IPCC, the Paris accord, and climate science communication in general

•

The U.S. BRAIN Initiative

•

Public health research, medical research, energy research, engineering

•

The development of Covid-19 vaccines

•

The What Works Centres UK

•

Dutch research agenda (NWA)

•

The UK Research Excellence Framework (as much as many detest it).

•

SDGs integrated in the Times Higher Education Ranking

•

The

framework

program

evaluation

criteria

(excellence

impact

implementation).
•

The European Researchers’ Night

•

In general, there are good examples from coastal management both in
protecting the environment as well as enhancing local economies.

•

Science

for

development.

Science

cooperation

in

enlargement

/

neighbourhood / development cooperation policies (indirect impact on
societies).
•

Everything that works to abolish paywalls. What is not (widely) known,
cannot have an impact (or at least not in a reasonable time frame).

•

We have different types of funding schemes: funding schemes that aim at
reaching scientific impact, and funding schemes that aim at societal impact.
Each has its own preconditions (e.g. collaborations with stakeholders), its own
assessment processes and assessment criteria. This is essential, because you
do not want to burden researchers with more than necessary. For projects that
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aim for societal impact, we ask researchers to formulate a Theory of Change
and – together with their main stakeholders – an impact pathway. We teach
them, how to organise training and workshops which is essential.

Question E.6: Which concrete examples of societal impact policies
or initiatives worked poorly in your opinion (policy name, project
name, acronym etc.)? (n=12)
One half of the comments related to general procedural aspects or standards that
are deemed detrimental to societal impact policies or initiatives. Among them:
requirements to provide impact narratives in grant applications, formal requests
such as filling out standardized lists of impact related activities, university
rankings, and programs that compel researchers to produce communication
material.
The other half of the comments related to concrete initiatives and field specific
issues. In particularly, the British Research Excellence Framework is highly
contested. Apart from that, the answers show a large variety of different
understandings of what societal impact can mean. They also illustrate
benchmarks against which the different examples seem to be measured.

General procedures or standards:

•

Funding requirements that generally only produce policy briefs and other
communication material

•

Government funded non-academic research organization are often asked by
politicians to “do more for the society”, and sometimes very specifically “to
create more innovations and jobs.” These requests usually come without any
measurable goals and without any commitments of resources. Thus, the
requests reveal a profound lack of seriousness and largely fizzle out by being
(mis-)understood as mere posturing and grandstanding.

•

Asking all researcher to write a narrative on societal impact when applying for
a grant although societal impact was not the primary goal of the research
scheme.

•

Counting public mentioning of authors in major newspapers.

•

Projects that are not focused on “win-win” situations and actual relevance to
the involved individuals but are just about ticking a box of involvement (could
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be relevant for some “citizen science” projects that are designed just for the
sake of involving “any” citizens)
•

Rankings of universities and their programs

Concrete initiatives or policy field specific issues:

•

Covid-19 vaccine distribution and administration

•

Nanotechnology, human genome, space programs

•

Agricultural policy: there is strong and persistent evidence of ineffective
policy tools not or only partially recognised by politicians; the path
dependency is very high, which leads to resistance to change

•

Science communication to fight scientific denialism seemed poor, and it
underestimated the depth of frustration and power of anti-democratic forces

•

In the UK, the REF and UKRI funding policies have already changed and
degraded the research scene (esp. in the Humanities) to an output-only scene
with only a contemporary demographic in mind. It has hugely damaged the
learning of foreign languages, intercultural research, and any historical
subject that is not UK-related. Moreover, huge amounts of time, labour and
other resources go into these case studies and it has been proven that they cost
more than they achieve. They take precious time and resources away from
research.

Question E.7: What do you consider most needed to strengthen
societal impact of research in the future? (n=39)
This question is one of the most important ones in this survey, as it wants to get
respondents to prioritise measures that can support societal impact best. A
remarkable number of almost half of survey respondents left a note for this
question, which we categorize into six categories: 1) incentives, 2) funding and
recognition; 3) involvement of stakeholders; 4) reflecting on the nature of
research; 5) measures on science policy level; 6) research process and design;
impact assessment.
Our results show that a main focus rests on creating positive incentives for
researchers to conduct impact-oriented research and on alleviating burdens in
the research process or career. This tallies with a call for better recognition of
impact-driven research within and outside the academic system. Thereby,
recognition refers to career perspectives, reputation, acknowledgement of
scientific achievements, the budgeting of research and personal rewards.
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Altogether, we can take from this category that pull factors, i.e. incentivizing and
alleviating impact-driven research, are strongly favoured by contrast to
obligations that would work as push factors.
The second largest category underlines what we have already found elsewhere
in the survey results: that interactions with societal stakeholders should be
effective and that genuine contact with stakeholders should be established and
held throughout the whole research process. It is important to acknowledge that

respondents see interactions and exchange as a societal impact already.
Moreover, involving stakeholders means more than collecting different opinions
in the beginning: it is about adapting to them and even changing the research
process. Some respondents even call for a cultural shift in research towards a
more participatory act of common exploration.
Reflection on science and research was the third largest category, and it spoke

for a general need to better understand and communicate the conditions, limits
and capabilities of science in the wake of heightened impact expectations. To

some extent, reflecting actually meant really demanding an understanding of
how academic science works and what its needs are. Reflecting also meant
becoming cautious and humble as regards its purported blessings. In this regard,
respondents also demanded that unpredictability of research should be
acknowledged, that all stakeholders must better reflect if society does not expect
too much from science, and that impact that already happens via research. It was
also highlighted that societal impact is not necessarily a deliberate activity that
either yields identifiable results or remains unsuccessful, but that it is a matter of
perspective. Research, even though not driven by any intention to create impact,

may have considerable consequences in the long run. Often, it depends on the
scope of analysis or the zoom factor – in terms of both time and scale – that
decides on the ability to show impact of a research activity or not.

As regards measures on the science policy level, respondents demand that
different forms of doing research should be supported – not all research should
be impact-driven! –, while academic impact efforts should be better recognised
in policymaking. Secondly, impact policies should be designed in consultation
with researchers, as they have needs and operating principles. This again

underscores preferences for pull-factor approaches in strengthening societal
impact. Funding was raised as an aspect to support cross-topical research.
Related to that category was a call for a more systematic impact assessment of
publicly funded research and a better managerial professionalisation of science
institutions. Finally, a number of responses saw a need for changing the way in
which research is being conducted and perceived: Among other things, research
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should also be driven by societal issues and concerns, and researchers should
have a more impact-welcoming mind-set. In line with that was the suggestion to
orient the research process on principles of Responsible Research and Innovation.

Incentives, funding and recognition:

•

Measurable goals, milestones, and incentives and – equally important – a
societal impact welcome mind-set by each and every scientist.

•

Setting incentives via research funds (with acceptable success rates) and
stakeholder involvement

•

Appreciation of social impact via research by the heads of universities; talking
about “impact” shouldn’t just be an empty PR-phrase that is put into every
text nonsensically

•

These plans should not put additional burdens on researchers, but additional
staff should be provided (PR teams for social media communication, film
crews, designers, museum staff for exhibitions, journalists for moderating
podcasts, assistants for doing and evaluating polls or organizing workshops,
etc.)

•

There should be incentives for researchers to leave their academic bubble

•

Creating new forms of reward for researchers besides purely academic
reputation

•

Give more money to researchers that address important societal problems,
and they will do the work! The focus on scientific excellence (papers in top
journals) might not be so beneficial when you want to support research that
looks at the societal impact.

•

Institutional hiring and tenure processes need to adapt to consider a wider
range of research outputs.

•

Allocation of funding and prestige should be aligned with social impact

•

Institutional hiring and tenure processes need to adapt to consider a wider
range of research outputs

•

Recognition of scientific achievements for impacts is needed

•

There must be a stronger political recognition of the importance of education
and research.

Involvement of stakeholders:

•

Collaboration with all societal actors (politics, economics, civil society, art)
and a cultural shift in research are necessary.
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•

We need effective interactions with stakeholders during the research process.

•

It is key to have a strong involvement from civil societal groups beyond mere
consultation.

•

Co-design research projects to seek answers to locally relevant users’ needs!

•

We need dialogue platforms and dedicated formats for exchange among
relevant stakeholders from policy, innovation and research as well as society

•

More citizen science initiatives!

Reflecting on the nature of science and research:

•

An open discussion what research can contribute to societal changes and what
cannot be resolved by research. We need a discussion within the research
community what it means to commit to societal impact.

•

Humility and the redress of hubris are required

•

A change of mind-set is necessary: in the end all scientific research will
(probably) contribute to societal impact. In order to enhance the speed, you
can take different approaches than you do in research that focusses on
scientific impact. Be aware that always the scientific quality should be good
and that one type of research is not valued as better than the other type. So,
reward researchers not only on the basis of scientific publications/citations.
The new reward system of Dutch universities is a good example, where also
societal impact is rewarded and where the careers of researchers can be based
on scientific and/or societal impact.

•

Further raise awareness in societies that research makes important
contributions to address important societal questions!

•

A better understanding in society and politics about the unpredictability of
science and its results is needed.

•

Intensively discuss and broaden the understanding of “science”, and
transform the system of (higher) education in Germany!

Measures on science policy level:

•

Awareness and political support

•

Stronger political recognition of the importance of education and research.

•

Better interaction between scientists, research funders and policymakers to
co-create societal impact policies that will resonate with the scientific world

•

Much more and integrated research funding that cuts across other policy areas
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•

More investment in scientific research by establishing diverse sets of funding
mechanisms (mission-oriented, basic research, etc.).

•

Coherent initiatives at the national or international level are needed to
enhance synergies between funding programmes at these different levels.
Best practices can be shared within the research community.

•

A better managerial professionalisation of the scientific institutions is
required.

Research process and design:

•

Cooperation between research teams should not only be based on scientific
expertise but also on experience with reaching impact.

•

Research designs to achieve impact are needed

•

A shared issue to rally behind.

•

A societal impact welcome mind-set by each and every scientist.

•

Increase the potential for impact by how research is conducted (RRI,
transdisciplinary, stakeholder involvement) / improve the research process

•

Openness of research processes

Impact assessment:

•

Bibliometric evaluation systems for scientific achievements must be adapted
to societal impact.

•

All applied-research funding in Germany must be evaluated as regards its
societal impact. Evaluations must be representative and show impact causally.

•

Measurable goals, milestones, and incentives and – equally important – a
societal impact-welcome mind-set by each and every scientist is necessary.
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Summary Section E
•

Respondents

favour

positive

conditioning

and

impact-supportive

measures over impact assessments and regulating policies. The main focus

to strengthen societal impact rests on creating positive incentives for
researchers and on alleviating burdens in the research process or career.
Particularly, respondents call for supporting researchers in their own
ambitions to create impact.
•

This tallies with a call for better recognition of impact-driven research
within and outside the academic system. Thereby, recognition refers to

career

perspectives,

reputation,

acknowledgement

of

scientific

achievements, the budgeting of research and personal rewards.
•

It is important to acknowledge that respondents see interactions and
exchange as a societal impact already. Interactions with societal

stakeholders should be effective and genuine contact with stakeholders
should be established and held throughout the whole research process.
•

Respondents think that impact-driven research requires the ability to
define goals and set objectives, but also openness towards unexpected, yet
unimagined but useful consequences and impact. While it is important to

define intentions of research in cooperation with affected stakeholders,
goals can change and develop throughout the process of research,
requiring adaptiveness, flexibility, fallibility and fault tolerance.
•

Reflection on science and research is also considered important speaking
for a need to better understand and communicate the conditions, limits
and capabilities of science in the wake of heightened impact expectations.

•

Some general procedural aspects or standards are deemed detrimental to
societal impact policies or initiatives. Among them: requirements to
provide impact narratives in grant applications, formal requests such as
filling out standardized lists of impact related activities, university
rankings,

and

programs

that

communication material.
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2.7 Section F: Impact assessment
While assessment has come to play a dominant role in attempts to govern societal
impact, it is highly contested. Therefore, we dedicated a section of its own to this
topic. In a first step we asked about the suitability of basic impact assessment
features (ex-ante/ex-post and qualitative/quantitative evaluations) in an

attempt to see if there are general patterns of preferences or caveats (Question
F.1) and let them explain to us (Question F.2). In a second step we refined the
interest in the suitability of assessment features, turning to what should be the
focus and explicit object of impact assessment (Question F.3). The last two

questions addressed problems and challenges of impact assessment both on an
abstract theoretical level (Question F.4) and on a practical level (Question F.5).
Question F.4 aimed at collecting opinions on generally contested issues around
the topic of impact assessment, such as the traceability of impact, the problem of
time lags and differences between disciplines (Question F.4). Question F.5 closed
the section with asking about experiences with merely practical challenges of
impact assessment. The results show that both levels, the theoretical and the
practical, are in fact almost impossible to separate from one another.

Question F.1: How suitable are the following assessment
methods/aspects?
Item

Mean

SD

Qualitative assessment methods

3,34

1,73

The assessment method needs to be selected for each case individually.

3,22

2,18

The time of assessment needs to be selected for each case individually.

2,44

2,69

Ex-post research assessments

2,37

1,94

Quantitative assessments methods

1,81

2,32

Ex-ante impact statements

1,31

2,28

In terms of basic typologies of impact assessment methodologies, qualitative
methods were clearly favoured over quantitative methods. 90% of respondents

found qualitative methods to be generally suitable and 77% rated them as very
suitable; one third even held them most suitable. Quantitative methods were also
found generally suitable by a large majority of 82% of respondents, but they were
favoured much less: only 7% of all respondents found them to be most suitable.
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Furthermore, quantitative methods were held unsuitable by 13% of respondents
by contrast to 4% saying the same for qualitative methods.
In addition, 82% of all respondents widely, and 71% highly agree that an
assessment method needs to be selected for each case individually. As a result,
respondents prefer that assessment procedures should be adjusted to the
individual research endeavours and impact intentions (however we did not

specify at which level, i.e. the programme or project level of funding etc.).
Similarly, a large majority of 79% of respondents want to see the time of
assessment to be generally adjusted to the individual case. Ex-post research
assessments were clearly favoured over ex-ante assessments. 77% of

respondents found ex-post assessments generally suitable, while only 64%
would say the same for ex-ante impact statements. This may not seem like much
of a difference, but the respective distributions of frequencies show differences:
55% of respondents said ex-post assessment are very suitable, by contrast to only
35% of respondents who hold ex-ante impact statements in a similarly high
esteem. And just as many respondents do not view ex-ante impact statements as
particularly useful.

Such hesitancy with impact statements is also reflected by the afore-given free
text answers. On the one hand, impact statements may be able to raise awareness
and orient research towards impact from the beginning of a research proposal
(identify “a shared issue to rally behind”), on the other hand they are regarded as
empty, formal, and merely performative requirements without effect. Overall, the
results of this question create the impression that respondents want to see the
type of impact assessment to be adjusted to the individual research.

Question F.2: Please share with us your opinion and experiences
with assessment methods or their specific features (n=15):
We organized the free text answers to Question F.2 in four different categories.
The categories are illustrated by a selection of statements in the following.
1. Specific suggestions on how to design impact assessment:

•

Ex-post assessments are often still performed mainly by researchers. A
more diverse groups of assessors should be selected.

•

Ex-ante impact statements are hard to verify with classic peer review.
Perhaps involving the potential direct beneficiary in the assessment might
prove helpful.
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•

Formative evaluations or continuous assessment of the process with the
involved stakeholders is necessary.

•

Use focus groups!

•

Ex-ante assessment is needed (for research focussing on societal impact):
use theories of change, impact pathways, and productive interactions
(collaboration between scientific and societal stakeholders)!

•

Most government-funded projects require ex-post and ex-ante impact
assessments. In the future, these should be based even more on
measurable goals directly related to and derived from societal impacts
agendas.

•

Ex-post assessment is needed for learning and accountability (of funding
organisation). For ex-post, we ask for structured (along the impact
pathways) narratives, underbuilt with qualitative and quantitative
indicators. One should perform such assessment also 5-10 years after a
project has ended. But this needs a lot of time and money from the research
funding organisation.

•

I’d like to see impact assessments that start from the impact and not from
the research.

2. Need for flexibility and openness in assessment instruments:

•

It is very important that one does not define too specific or individualistic
indicators, if one wants to analyse and compare different policies or
methods. Also, case studies can be very interesting but are costly and timeconsuming. If one thinks about a programme evaluation, different
methods need to be used in order to compensate for the weaknesses that
each of them contains.

•

Assessment methods have to be appropriately selected depending on topic
and target group. It is rather a research task than an easy-to-standardize
approach for performance measurements.

•

We shouldn’t stick with easy-to-handle indicators, like hard metrics
(publications), just because a quality measure is more difficult to handle;
we shouldn’t stick with a conservative “science habit” just for its own sake
and as a fetish; we should find a multi-perspective number of impact
indicators that can accommodate all fields of research (basic as well as
applied research, STEM subjects as well as Social Sciences and the
Humanities).

We

should

appreciate

communicating science and not punish it.
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3. Qualitative vs. quantitative measures:

•

As with the Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA), a shift towards
quality and not quantity should be encouraged across all disciplines.

•

In general, reports do not show clear social impacts, thus a qualitative
assessment before, during and after the research can place changes during
the course of action to check if impact was achieved.

•

Quantitative methods combined with peer review.

•

So far, I have only come across quantitative measures (more in the
economic understanding of societal impact through number of spin-offs
or patents), which I find highly unsuitable for measuring something as
complex as societal impact.

4. Caveats about the measurability and traceability of impact:

•

Scientific impact cannot be measured immediately and as societal impact
may be a consequence of the former, it can potentially only be measured
much later.

•

There is all the societal impact of the research and development done in
18th and 19th (and 20th) century. Would we have been able to measure or
assess the impact had we looked at the small (project) picture at the time?
Can we learn to understand the impact pathways of the past and
understand that complex systems rather work when self-organising?
What’s the point of the assessment craziness if the time horizons are too
short?

•

Societal impact is more than an innovation product that affects society. It
can also be an impact that is small at first and becomes bigger over the
years. Societal impact could also be implicit, so that we don’t even notice
that we “made” it.

•

As we all know, direct attributions form an impulse to a long-term impact
is hardly possible, thus we need a more pragmatic way to deal with impact
measurement in making contributions at least plausible – based on
theories of change.

Responses in the first category call for including societal stakeholders more
systematically in impact assessment and not leave this task only to the
researchers. This holds both for ex-post assessment but also for ex-ante setting
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the impact agenda (use focus groups, more diverse group of assessors). Similarly,
respondents suggested impact assessment to be oriented towards the impact
ambition of a research project (deductive logic=starting from the impact

ambition) instead of forcing any kind of research into proving its impacts
(inductive logic). In other words, impact assessment should not necessitate any
given research into proving its impact but necessitate problem-driven research
to be even more articulate about its goals and its theory of change (“starting from
the impact and not from the research”). Impact assessment is then to be regarded
more as a technique to improve problem-driven research than a general principle
that should guide all research.

In this vein, respondents clarified that impact assessment serves different
purposes that need to be specified. The choice of assessment methods and

instruments needs to be selected accordingly. The following categories underline,
again, the point of view that there are no one-size-fits-all impact assessment
strategies, but that they need to be adjusted to goal, topic and target group and

maybe also complement each other. Responses in this as in other categories also
made clear that impact assessment are costly and time-consuming, especially
when considering that impact-tracing needs to be repeated after a couple of
years.
The time-lag aspect also raised most concerns and criticism. Some responses
took this problem against the intention to assess impact in general, while others
used it to argue for focusing more on theories of change instead of trying to prove
impact ex post. Finally, most responses made the case against quantitative
assessment methods (for reasons of not being able to cover the complexity of
impact); only one respondent was in favour. One response expressed what was
broached several times in the survey: Impact assessment should not be used as a
tool to control and punish research but rather to support, guide and appreciate
impact-oriented research in reaching its aims.

Question F.3: What should be the focus of assessment in your
view?
Item

Mean

SD

Quality of research

3,18

1,86

Transmission processes and interaction with society

3,04

1,52

Potential relevance and benefits

2,74

1,57
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Research impact (within the arena of science)

2,42

1,97

Participation of societal stakeholders

2,42

1,95

Indirect conditions that are likely to promote and support societal impact (rather
than direct societal impact indicators)

2,28

1,86

Output and outcome instead of impact

1,85

2,15

Since there is no consensus over the core definition of societal impact and of how
it is best achieved, it is also unclear how to identify and measure the impact of
research. Still, impact assessment requires identifying criteria that are
considered to reflect or play into societal impact. With Question F.3, we wanted to
know which aspects and criteria respondents viewed as most relevant in impact
assessment. It is important to note that we did not ask why individual aspects
have been favoured over others as the focus of assessment. There are at least two
reason why respondents support a given aspect: either due to their relevance and
validity with regard to the concept of impact (Is the aspect important for

achieving impact?) or due to their measurability and practicability (Is the aspect
easy and practical to measure?).
Five of the provided options of answers received clear and strong approval:
quality of research, transmission processes and interaction with society,
potential relevance and benefits, research impact and the participation of societal
stakeholders. Yet, the distribution of ratings along the positive voting spectrum
(approval) suggests interesting differences between these five items.
The quality of research was rated as the most relevant focus of impact
assessment. No other answer in this question received as many maximum

approval ratings (30% with value 5). 71% of respondents strongly approved of
this item (3-5 as values), and only 3% were critical about it. As a matter of fact,
the quality of research was also rated higher than any of the impact-specific
items, such as potential relevance and benefits of research. This may reveal the
conviction that the primary criterion for impact is good quality of research.
Transmission processes and interactions with society were viewed almost as
important as the quality of research. 62% of respondents strongly approved of

this item (values: 3-5). One has to keep in mind that the results do not reveal why
respondents answered this way. The measurability of the provided items may
have been as important as its validity. Potential relevance and benefits may not
be as concrete and easy to measure as transmission processes and quality of
research for which there are established – even though contested – measuring
instruments. Still, the results reveal a very strong recognition that interacting
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with society was important; at least as an indicator for impact if not as a highly

relevant form of impact itself. The importance of interacting with society is also
rated clearly higher than the involvement of societal stakeholders in research,
while the latter still receives clear approval.
The potential relevance and benefits for society only rank third, after the

quality of research and the interaction with society. While 95% of respondents
want this aspect to be generally included in assessments, it only gets 54% of
respondents’ strong approval (values 3-5). Therefore, the potential societal
relevance of research is regarded less relevant in impact assessments than the
quality of research and the interaction with society. These results can be
interpreted as a preference for process orientation in impact assessment by
contrast to a focus on results.
A focus on research impact was generally approved by 88% of respondents. It
means impact within academic science as opposed to societal impact outside the
realms of science. This comparatively high approval also feeds into a preference
for process orientation. High scientific standards in the research process and
continuous interaction with society are considered more important than hoping
to assess impact as a matter of results. This again may also speak for an

awareness of the complexity of societal impact, its inseparability from the
process of research and maybe a faith in “good science” that will ultimately result
in impact.
By far the lowest approval rates were recorded for research output and
outcome measuring though 71% of the respondents still found it generally
relevant. However, while 45% strongly approved of it (values 3-5), the responses
were scattered, and there was a high ratio of abstention or ambiguity (15%). Such
a comparatively weak rating may seem surprising, given the fact that research
output and outcome indicators are most common in research assessments (e.g.
number of publications, number of attended conferences, completed research
tasks, findings, direct product of research). One interpretation is that, despite
their wide application, research output and outcome measures are generally not
highly accepted or only deemed a necessary evil. Another possibility is that
respondents cannot connect them well to the question of societal impact.
Thus, impact assessment is regarded to continue covering the matter of
societal impact as complex and largely unpredictable as it is. It should not settle

with simplistic indicators. This may also imply that impact assessment is not
primarily endorsed for producing robust results. Rather, it is to illustrate and
communicate efforts from science to be more responsive toward society’s needs.
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Question F.4: Assessing societal impact can be challenging. How
much do you agree with the following statements?
Item

Mean

SD

Societal impact can come from basic and applied research.

3,78

1,60

Societal impact takes a long time to develop and show.

2,90

2,35

Societal impact cannot be assessed equally for different disciplines.

2,67

2,52

There are specific practical challenges.

2,32

2,05

Not all research topics are suitable to check societal impact.

1,36

3,21

Tracing societal changes to individual research is impossible.

0,43

3,04

With this question we wanted to collect a pattern of opinion on how much a
number of currently debated issues pose a challenge for assessing societal impact
or not. 94% of respondents agree that societal impact can come from basic and
applied research. The results for this statement indicate that societal impact is

regarded as a potential consequence of all kinds of sciences and forms of research,
which backs previous statements about the unpredictability of research results.
Basic research is defined as curiosity-driven and not per se oriented toward
societal problems. On a similar note, respondents largely agree on the statement
that societal impact takes a long time to develop and show. A high share of 80%
agree in general, and 68% even highly agree with this statement. 10% say it does
not take a long time to show. From this point of view, it seems questionable at
least to try to systematically orient all research on societal impact via assessment
directives and standards. That calls for impact assessment should be adjusted to
various forms of research is strongly underlined by the respondents: 80% agree

that societal impact cannot be assessed equally for different disciplines
At the same time, respondents are divided on whether all research topics
should be checked for societal impact or not. A minority of 26% rejects the idea,

while a majority of 68% agrees with this statement, and 21% even agree strongly,
thus, stating that there is research for which an impact assessment is inadequate.
Opinions are even more split when it comes to the ability of assigning societal
changes to specific research efforts. 46% of respondents think it is possible to

assign societal changes to specific research efforts, whereas 51% disagree.
Whether societal impact can be traced back to individual research efforts, is one
of the most contested issues of this survey. One half says it is possible, the other
half says it is not.
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Question F.5: Assessing societal impact can be challenging. If there
are especially practical challenges in assessing societal impact,
you can specify them here (n=28):
0

5

10

Problems of attribution and validity
Time lag
Critical or ambiguous about impact assessment as
such
Normativity problem and influence of pressure groups
Financial aspects
Data and documentation
Lack of trust
Reluctance to participate

The biggest group of responses pertained to problems of validity and attribution,
followed by a time lag to see an impact of research. These are heavier structural
problems, which might explain why they outweigh others, such as financial
aspects, challenges of data and documentation, and the willingness to
participate. This is also why the third biggest group of responses uttered a general
critique and ambiguity about the basic ambition of impact assessment, despite

being asked about practical challenges. The dominant challenges in impact
assessment seem to be closely connected to more fundamental problems of such
an ambition. Respondents suggest to focus on other forms of supporting societal

impact, e.g. by developing impact pathways. The following bullet points are a
selection of responses to illustrate the individual categories that we use to
systematize and summarize the free text answers for F.5.

Problems of attribution and validity:

•

If you measure impact you quantify. And thus, you underrate parameters
that cannot be quantified.

•

Direct attributions are not possible due to dynamic and non-linear
processes.

•

Attribution is a problem, but by tracing the relation between inputs,
outputs and outcomes, you can make a ‘case’.

•

Impact assumes a causal link between research and the benefits for society.
It is very hard to find strong evidence for such causal effects. Moreover, the
effects may be due to several research efforts (e.g. different teams and
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projects). The absence of societal impact can have multiple reason,
potentially unrelated to the quality of the research itself.
Time lag:

•

Assessments would have to come back after certain periods to check for the
effects of outputs or outcomes, and it would need to be based on a robust
theory of change. Funders, or whoever needs assessments, often do not
take into account the time lag and perhaps also not the attribution gap.

•

As societal impact takes a long time to develop and show, it is not useful to
assess every research programme for its potential impact on society.

Critical or ambiguous about impact assessment in general:

•

Society is complex. Change is complex. Linearity is an illusion, a narrative.
What matters are time frames, funding, methodologies, and attribution.

•

Context factors, long time spans of social change processes, and ambiguity
of the concept of societal impact are challenging.

•

The persistent and normalised conduct of science under the regime of
capitalism poses a problem.

•

Any research in the Humanities is almost impossible to trace in terms of
societal impact. But that does not mean that its knowledge production is
not ‘useful’.

Normativity/Influence of pressure groups:

•

Impact of research is often filtered by actions of politicians, producers or
consumers. For instance, political processes require compromises, which
might deviate from research-based recommendations.

•

Involving stakeholders for transdisciplinary research in particularly
politicized areas, such as the field of ‘countering violent extremism’ (e.g.
no long-term funding structure, distrust from practitioners towards
researchers), is challenging.

Financial aspects:

•

It takes time and money to trace projects via post-assessment after the
project has ended (i.e. 5-10 years later). To do so, there is a lack of suitable
administrative systems.
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•

Sometimes it is difficult to have societal impact, if follow-up funding
cannot be obtained.

Reluctance to participate:

•

There is an unwillingness of participating in assessments, therefore
assessing societal impact should offer benefits to those being evaluated.

Summary Section F
•

The quality of research and the interaction with society are the top two
criteria for impact assessment in the view of respondents. Surprisingly, the
potential relevance and benefits for society ranks third.

•

There is a clear process-orientation as regards assessment criteria instead

of an output-/outcome-orientation.
•

Securing scientific quality in the research process and continuous
interactions with society are considered important, rather than assessing

impact as a matter of results.
•

Impact assessments should reward individual and collective ambitions.

They should not be used to control or punish researchers but to support,
guide and appreciate impact-oriented research for reaching these goals.
•

Non-researchers and societal stakeholders should be included more
systematically in impact assessment. This should not be regarded only as

a researchers’ task.
•

There is broad awareness for diverse challenges in impact assessment. At
the same time, some issues are highly contested.

•

Problems of validity and attribution as well as the time lag of impact are
considered to be dominant challenges in impact assessment. The influence
of pressure groups was also mentioned critically.

•

Societal impact can come from basic and applied research and takes a long
time to develop and show, almost all of our respondents say. Most of them

strongly support these views.
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•

Respondents are very much divided on the question, if societal changes can
be assigned to specific research efforts. One half says it is possible, the

other half says it is not.
•

80% of respondents think that different disciplines need different forms
of impact assessment and not all research topics are suitable to be checked

for impact.
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2.8 Section G: Involving societal stakeholders
Whereas societal impact of research is not the same as participatory research and
the active involvement of citizens into agenda-setting and research processes,
the discourse nevertheless stipulates a new level of responsivity and interaction
between science and society. Among other things, society is no longer seen as a

passive recipient but takes a more proactive role in the debate around impact. For
that reason, we dedicated the last section of the survey to aspects of interaction
between science and society, particularly the involvement of societal

stakeholders in research. Our main interest was to find out about preferred forms
and means of interacting and involving the public.

Section G operationalizes this interest by distinguishing three different key
aspects of involvement: when (point in time in terms of type of research phase;
Question G.1), who (what kind of actors; Question G.2 and Question G.3), and how
(in what format; Question G.4 and Question G.5).

Question G.1: When and at which stage should societal
stakeholders be involved?
Item

Mean

SD

During a research project (as interview partners, knowledge resources, for finding
common solutions)

3,19

1,49

Towards the end of research project (transfer of knowledge and implementation of
recommendations)

3,19

2,03

With the beginning of a research project (in shaping research questions)

2,78

1,98

After the end of a research project (when evaluating research)

2,66

2,45

Before the beginning of research (in assessing research proposals)

2,65

2,51

There is almost no contestation that societal stakeholders should be involved in
impact-related research activities, i.e. during the active run-time, a little less so
before or after a project. 97% of the survey participants supported the idea to
involve societal stakeholders during a research project, and 93% toward the end
of a research project. Involving stakeholders before or at the beginning also
received strong approval, with 84% and 85% being in support of it. 81% of
respondents would like to see stakeholders involved after the end of a research
project.
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These results show a strong support for involving societal stakeholders in
general. Moreover, the involvement should take place within the active run-time
of a research project rather than before or after it. But overall, there is no strong

preference among respondents for a specific phase of involving societal
stakeholders.

Question G.2: What kind of stakeholders should be involved?
Item

Mean

SD

The selection of stakeholders depends on the field of research.

4,06

1,86

representatives/spokespersons of directly affected groups of people

3,25

1,59

directly affected people

3,14

1,74

professionals

2,82

1,51

everyone showing an interest

1,15

2,44

journalists

1,07

2,15

Almost every respondent (97%) agreed with the statement that the selection of
stakeholders has to be exercised in a context-specific way, depending on the field

or research. 63% of respondents even most strongly agreed with this statement,
making it one of the most affirmed statements of the whole survey.
Who should be involved in projects to yield better societal impact? The following
three groups reached considerably high approval rates: representatives of
directly affected groups of people, directly affected people and professionals
(with a slightly lower score) should be involved. None of these groups were
rejected by negative ratings. This shows that respondents clearly want to see the
needs and perspectives of affected people involved in research, i.e. either

articulated directly or via spokespersons.
Involving everyone who would show an interest was the most disputed aspect
in this questionnaire and did not reach clear approval. This feeds into the
impression that a careful and context-specific selection of involved stakeholders
seems to be regarded key. Remarkably journalists were approved only on a
similarly low level as the unspecific ‘everyone’. For both items we can see that

responses were generally more modest, with most of them circling around low
approval or rejection rates and lacking strong proponents or opponents. The
results of this question show that the involvement of directly affected groups of
people in research is highly approved, while this is not the case for a general
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interested public. Together with the open text answers from Question G.3 we can

say that respondents strongly agree on the importance of a context-specific
selection of stakeholders.

Question G.3: What other kinds of stakeholders need to be involved
and how closely? (n=12)
In addition to the potential stakeholders to be involved in research, the
following stakeholders were named in free text questions (number of mentions):
policy makers/government officials (3x), private sector/businessmen (2x), NGOs,
philanthropy and social groupings (2x), indirectly affected people (1x), less
represented people, such as minorities (1x).
One third of responses (4x) reinforced that stakeholders should be selected
context-specifically:

•

It absolutely depends on the case, its sensitivity for people etc.

•

The selection of stakeholders and the mode of time of their respective
involvement are specific tasks in each project. So, there is no use to specify
it here.

•

The societal and the research question determine what stakeholders
should be involved. Start with co-formulating the knowledge question or
problem together with (system-) stakeholders and sketch a theory of
change (ToC), which includes a stakeholder analysis. Also at the project
level, such a ToC should be made: it depends on the research question as
well as the approach of the project who should be involved.

•

Actually, depending on the intended impact, an analysis should be made to
determine relevant stakeholders to be involved.

Furthermore, the autonomy of researchers, fostering continuous interaction,
and networking as well as communication were required as a crucial part of

involving stakeholders in research.
•

There should be a good interaction with all stakeholders, but they should
not be involved too closely: they can inform the research but they should
not fully steer it. A good balance needs to be found.

•

Stakeholders should not hinder the independence of the researcher and
their project.

•

Go where the energy is. But fund someone to do it. This is not the job of the
researcher her- or himself.
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Question G.4: How should stakeholders be involved? Via...
Item

Mean

SD

interviews

2,78

1,62

as members of an advisory board

2,70

1,95

active engagement in research tasks (e.g. data collection; citizen science)

2,38

1,96

public communication and information (online and print media)

2,34

1,87

surveys

2,33

1,99

as members of review

1,82

2,10

At first sight, different options how to involve societal stakeholders seem to
trigger homogeneous answers. There are only little deviations between various
possibilities of involvement that we suggested to our respondents and no major
disruptions. Nevertheless, they comprise some unexpected results. Interviews
are regarded the most appropriate and least contested of all listed tools (93%
agree, only 3 % slightly reject interviews).
Involving stakeholders as members of an advisory board received 89%

approval, while 6% of the respondents reject this option. An active engagement
of societal stakeholders in research tasks scored slightly higher than traditional

means of public communication and surveys.
These numbers show that participants have a very positive attitude about
involving non-researchers in research and approve of a considerable range of
different tools and mechanisms to do so. This is remarkable in light of the fact

that involving societal stakeholders was not necessarily regarded a prerequisite
for yielding societal impact (see Section A).
What we can also take from the data is that highly interactive formats are
preferred

over

one-way

communication,

such

as

surveys

or

public

communication. Interviewing stakeholder and involving them as members of an
advisory board shows a strong preference for gathering and including external
stakeholders’ perspectives in research processes via non-standardized and
responsive forms of interaction. Furthermore, the preference for interactive

formats also underscores that flexible, adaptable and context-sensitive
procedures are needed.
Finally, the data also show that despite a considerable preference for involving
and interacting with societal stakeholders, participants were more cautious with
regard to involving them in assessing research quality and academic review.
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Participation via reviews scored lowest, with 15% rejecting this option. Still, it

received approval by 71% and strong approval by more than one third.

Question G.5: Are there other important means and ways to involve
stakeholders? If yes, please specify (n=10):
Open text answers to the same question from above underscored the readiness
for the involvement of societal stakeholders throughout the whole research
process. The suggestions aimed at delegating more responsibility and proactive

participation to non-researchers in the research itself. Moreover, external
stakeholders should act as advocates, involve other stakeholders and inform the
public about research processes. The responses generally reinforced the
preference for highly interactive, responsive and context-sensitive formats.
•

Again, it’s context-dependent.

•

Ex-ante and continuously networking matter.

•

Building the proposal itself, from research question to taking part of the
project.

•

External stakeholders should be involved in formulating the programme
(funding scheme), in formulating research projects (research design), in
executing the research (depending the project), in communicating or
advising, but it all depends the research goal and approach.

•

Have as many open channels as possible, but actually, pay people to deal
with them!

•

Depending on the situation, externals should be involved in funding the
research. This will involve them much more in the projects.

•

Real-World Laboratories is what we need.

•

Stakeholders can be involved as advocates of the research to inform and
convince other relevant stakeholders.

In addition, the financial dimension was raised as instrumental in involving
stakeholders in different ways. For example, directly involving societal

stakeholders in funding research projects was considered a tool to increase their
sense of liability, interest and willingness to participate in a research project. And
second, researchers are expected to involve non-scientists in their research, for
which they are also supposed to be rewarded. Concerns were raised in relation to
advocacy- and interest-driven behaviour, specifically as a problem or threat to

independent research and openness of its results.
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Summary Section G
•

There is strong approval of involving the needs and perspectives of
affected people in research, either directly or via spokespersons. Involving
a generally interested, i.e. unspecific public and journalists is both
contested.

•

Respondents show a clear preference for highly interactive, nonstandardized, responsive formats over one-way communication.

•

Selecting stakeholders for interactions should follow a context-specific
approach, especially depending on the field of research. The interests of

involved stakeholders should be carefully balanced in terms of the
interests they represent and, where necessary, the independence of
research protected against influence.
•

Involving societal stakeholders in various ways is welcome throughout the
whole research process. There is no clear preference for a specific phase or

point in time. When to involve stakeholders mainly depends on the
research context and impact ambition.
•

Considering funding as an instrument to increase involvement on both
sides, within and outside academia, was mentioned.
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3 Conclusion
When reviewing social positions toward societal impact of research, one can
easily get the superficial impression of observing a debate of two affirmative but
fiercely opposing camps: on the one hand, there is a ‘pro society’ camp consisting
of “do-gooders” who see a need to pressure science in order to make it act more
responsibly, responsively and effectively in light of urgent threats and
challenges. On the other hand, so it seems sometimes, a ‘pro science camp’
featuring “autonomists” sees these claims as exaggerated expectations,
politicking interventions, and eventually harmful violations of the freedom and
independence of science.
Our survey portrays a much more differentiated picture of the discourse. It
shows that actors of all kinds do not buy into either one of the extremes. Societal
relevance and the usefulness of research are considered an integral part of
research by respondents from all sectors (and especially by science and

academia), while the ways and means to integrate this part are pointed out to be
necessarily as diverse and complex as the societal needs and ends themselves. Our
results highlight a need to treat societal impact rather as a matter of practical
challenges on concrete and context-specific levels, instead of a quest for an
auspicious one-size fits all strategy that allegedly boosts science’s problemsolving capacity at one go.
Against this background, our results confirm the absence of a clear,
uncontested or even operational definition of societal impact. Societal impact is

a highly associative concept and principally revolves around other broad
concepts, such as transfer, usefulness, benefits, application, societal change as
well as integration, transformation, communication, traceability of effects, while
none of them seems to be regarded sufficient in defining societal impact.
However, two aspects, i.e. the usefulness of research and a transfer of content
from science to society, stand out in defining societal impact.
Knowledge production as the primary purpose of science is not viewed in
opposition to solving societal problems. Discussions of how research can unfold

use and impact on society are neither new nor alien or unusual for researchers. At
the same time, academic freedom is regarded crucial for inducing societal impact
by a majority, while this aspect also reveals to be controversial.
The technicalities of how to enhance societal impact are regarded as highly
context-specific. The respondents generally refute the idea of blueprints, one-
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size-fits-all-strategies and -instruments of societal impact. Strategies of
enhancing and measuring societal impact need to be tailored to specific contexts,
for example whether, how and when to integrate societal stakeholders into
research processes. Nevertheless, some factors seem to be generally valid: After
all, setting strategic objectives and interacting with non-researchers, is deemed
most important.
Respondents think that impact-driven research requires the ability to define
goals and set objectives, but also openness towards unexpected, yet unimagined

but useful consequences. While it is important to define intentions of research in
cooperation with non-scientific stakeholders, it is widely acknowledged that the
goals of societal impact can change and develop throughout the process of
research, requiring adaptiveness, flexibility, fallibility and fault tolerance.
Respondents see interactions and exchange between scientific and nonscientific actors as a societal impact already. Therefore, networking, interaction

and continuous communication are rated as highly relevant in raising impact.
Moreover, respondents have a very positive attitude about involving nonresearchers in research and approve of a considerable range of tools and
mechanisms to do so. Highly interactive, non-standardized, responsive formats
are preferred over one-way communication.
Impact assessment is not regarded as the number-one-strategy to advance
societal impact. Problems of validity and attribution as well as long time that it

takes for research to show its societal impact are considered to be dominant
challenges in impact assessment. Therefore, respondents are in various minds
about whether societal changes can be assigned to specific research efforts.
Research quality and interactions with society are the top two criteria for impact
assessment according to our respondents.
By contrast, creating an impact-friendly environment within science and
alleviating burdens in the research process or for academic careers are all
regarded pivotal. Our results show that a main focus rests on creating positive

incentives for researchers to conduct impact-oriented research. This tallies with
a call for better recognition of impact-driven research within and outside the
academic system. Thereby, recognition refers to career perspectives, reputation,
acknowledgement of scientific achievements, the budgeting of research and
personal rewards.
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The following appendixes can be downloaded on our website.
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